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High magnetic field sensor using LaSb 2
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The magnetotransport properties of single crystals of the highly anisotropic layered metal LaSb2 are
reported in magnetic fields up to 45 T with fields oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the
layers. Below 10 K the perpendicular magnetoresistance of LaSb2 becomes temperature
independent and is characterized by a 100-fold linear increase in resistance between 0 and 45 T with
no evidence of quantum oscillations down to 50 mK. The Hall resistivity is hole-like and gives a
high field carrier density ofn;331020 cm23. The feasibility of using LaSb2 for magnetic field
sensors is discussed. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1577390#
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One of the most successful strategies for producing te
nologically relevant magnetoresistive materials is to enha
the effects of field-dependent magnetic scattering proce
through the creation of magnetic superlattices1 or by doping
magnetic insulators such that a magnetic and metal–insu
transition coincide.2 Unexpectedly, there have been seve
recent discoveries of a large, nonsaturating magnetore
tance~MR! in low carrier density nonmagnetic metals3–7 and
semiconductors.8 One class of these systems, the slightly o
stoichiometric silver chalcogenides, Ag21dTe and Ag21dSe,
has shown significant promise as the basis of ultrahigh m
netic field sensors by virtue of the fact that they exhibi
multifold, quasilinear MR that remains unsaturated up to
T.8 In this letter we present magnetotransport data on
highly layered nonmagnetic metal LaSb2 which displays a
100-fold, linear MR with no sign of saturation up to 45 T. W
show that in many respects, including sensitivity, linear
synthesis characteristics, and intrinsic anisotropy, LaSb2 is a
compelling candidate for high-field sensor development.

LaSb2 is a member of the RSb2 (R5La-Nd,Sm) family
of compounds that all form in the orthorhombic SmS2

structure.9,10 LaSb2 , in particular, is comprised of alternatin
La/Sb layers and two-dimensional rectangular sheets o
atoms stacked along thec axis.11 Similar structural charac
teristics give rise to the anisotropic physical properties
served in all the compounds in the RSb2 series.12 Since
LaSb2 is nonmagnetic, its low-temperature transport prop
ties are not complicated by magnetic phase transitions w
occur in the other members of this series.12

Single crystals of LaSb2 were grown from high purity La
and Sb by the metallic flux method.13 The orthorhombic
SmSb2-structure type was confirmed by single crystal x-r
diffraction. The crystals grow as large flat layered pla
which are malleable and easily cleaved. Typically flux gro
samples had dimensions of 5 mm35 mm30.2 mm. Electri-
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cal contact was made using Epotek14 silver epoxy and 1 mil
gold wire. Transport properties were measured using a 27
four-probe ac technique at temperatures from 0.03 to 30
and in magnetic fields up to 45 T. In all of the measureme
presented probe currents of 1–5 mA were used with co
sponding power levels less than 10 nW. Hall effect measu
ments were made on natural thickness samples in a four-
geometry with data being taken in both positive and nega
fields up to 30 T.

The in-plane zero-field electrical resistivity,r, of single
crystals of LaSb2 was measured from 1.8 to 300 K and foun
to be metallic (dr/dT.0). The residual resistivity ratio wa
large @rab(300 K)/rab(2 K)'70– 90#, indicating a high
sample quality. In the main panel of Fig. 1 we show t
transverse MR with the field oriented parallel and perp

ox

FIG. 1. Transverse MR of LaSb2 at T52 K with the current in theab plane
and magnetic field oriented parallel~closed circles! and perpendicular~open
circles! to theab plane. The solid triangles represent the MR of Ag21dSe as
taken from Ref. 8. Inset: Low field MR withHiab plane. The solid lines
represent a least-squares fit to the data using a fourth-order polyno
~Table I!.
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Polynomial coefficients obtained from a least squares fit to the data in Figs. 1–3 using a fourth
polynomial, f (H)5a01a1H1a2H21a3H21a4H4.

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4

r(H)/r(0) (Hi ĉ) 1 1.236 0.0579 21.87431023 2.01931025

r(H)/r(0) (H' ĉ) 1 0.0182 5.60131023 26.26031024 3.03231025

r(H')/r(0) (H59T) 1 0.3315 0.1023 4.59831023 27.93131024

r(H')/r(0) (H54.5T) 1 0.4624 0.0827 0.04644 26.77531023

rxy(H) ~mV-cm! 0 0.0225 0.1781 24.30931023 3.75731025
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dicular to theab plane. Both MRs are positive and near
linear above 2 T. Note the extreme anisotropy in the mag
totransport with the perpendicular MR being an order
magnitude larger than the parallel MR. The perpendicu
MR was large, with resistance increasing by a factor of
from 0 to 45 T. The MR was temperature independent be
10 K but decreased rapidly above 30 K. Interestingly, ther
no evidence of saturation or quantum oscillations in the M
of Fig. 1 which has obvious advantages for magnetic fi
sensor applications. The solid lines in Fig. 1 are least-squ
fits to a fourth-order polynomial~Table I!. Note the high
quality of the fits to the MR using this simple function
form. The relative field sensitivity, which is the figure o
merit for a sensor, is represnted bya151.23 T21. This sen-
sitivity is roughly a factor of 4 greater than that of Ag21dSe
~triangle symbols in Fig. 1!.

The anisotropy of the MR can be demonstrated by m
suring the transverse MR as a function of the tilt angle i
constant magnetic field. In Fig. 2 we plot the resistivity no
malized by the parallel field value,r(H'50), as a function
of the perpendicular component of the fieldH' . Interest-
ingly, the general shape of the MR curves in Fig. 2 is qu
similar to those of Fig. 1. The solid lines are polynomial fi
to the data~Table I!. In terms of a magnetic field sensor, th
anisotropy can be exploited to determine the angle of or
tation in tilted field studies. The micaceous nature of LaS2

not only produces an anisotropic MR but also present
convenient geometry for Hall measurements, namely la
flat crystals. In the main panel of Fig. 3 we plot the H
resistivity,rxy , as a function of magnetic field atT52 K. In

FIG. 2. MR in a tilted magnetic field. The samples were rotated out of
Hiab plane in constant magnetic fields of 9.0 and 4.5 T. The MR at 2 K is
plotted as a function of the perpendicular component of the field. The s
lines represent a least-squares fit to the data using a fourth-order polyn
~Table I!.
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the right inset of Fig. 3 we show the low field behavior ofrxy

which is negative below 0.5 T but becomes positive at hig
fields. This latter behavior is often characteristic of a tw
carrier system.15 In the high field limit the majority carrier
dominates, which in our case is hole-like. Above 10 T t
Hall constant isRH;231026 mV cm/T which corresponds
to a carrier density ofn;331020 cm23 and a Hall mobility
m;0.05 m2/V s. We note that the overall shape of the Ha
resistance curve in the right inset of Fig. 3, with its loc
minimum, is very similar in character to that of NbSe2 and
TaSe2 which also form in nonmagnetic micaceous crystalli
structures.16

A useful measure of the magnitude of the linear MR
the dimensionless Kohler slope,S5(1/RH)@dr(H)/dH#.
Combining the Hall constant measurements with the value
a1 , obtained from the MR of Fig. 1, we get a high fie
valueS;0.6. This value is an order of magnitude larger th
what is typical of other nonmagnetic systems displaying
linear MR. Classically, the MR should vary quadratica
with field. In a closed orbit system the MR saturates in t
high field limit, vct@1, wherevc is the cyclotron frequency
andt is the elastic scattering time.15 Over the past 30 year
several mechanisms have been proposed to accoun
anomalous linear MR observed in a wide variety nonm
netic systems such as elemental metals,5,17 two-dimensional
heterostructures,18 and disordered semiconductors.8 Theories
accounting for linear MR fall into two main categories. Th
first contains theories associated with the alteration of
structural symmetry due to the formation of a charge den
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FIG. 3. Transverse MR of LaSb2 at T52 K with the current in theab plane
and magnetic field oriented parallel~closed circles! and perpendicular~open
circles! to theab plane. The solid triangles represent the MR of Ag21dSe as
taken from Ref. 8. Inset: Low field MR withHiab plane. The solid lines
represent a least-squares fit to the data using a fourth-order polyno
~Table I!.
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wave ~CDW!.19 Linear MR in very pure elemental meta
has been attributed to quantum fluctuations about a C
ground state20 and/or a magnetic breakdown of the CD
gap.15,21 The second includes theories which invoke hi
field quantization effects or singular scattering mechanis
which cannot be accounted for by the standard perturba
scattering formulations.3,22 Interestingly, the transition meta
dichalogenides NbSe2 and TaSe2 both have well establishe
CDW ground states and exhibit an anomalous linear M
These compounds are similar in structure to LaSb2 , suggest-
ing that perhaps a CDW state plays a central role in the
of LaSb2 . At this time, however, is not known whethe
LaSb2 undergoes a charged density wave transition.

It has been known for many years that the relative M
Dr/r, of many metals and semimetals is a temperat
independent function of magnetic field.23 In particular,
Dr/r5F(H), whereF(H) usually has a power-law form
LaSb2 is known to obey this rule, commonly refered to
Kohler’s rule, withF(H);H.12 One can also make a simila
analysis by substituting the the Hall resistance for the m
netic fieldH. The resulting modified Kohler plot for LaSb2

is shown in the left inset of Fig. 3. The solid line in the pl
has a slope ofn52/3 indicating thatDr}rxy

2/3. Interesingly,
Ag21dSe also exhibits power-law behavior but with a lo
temperature modified Kohler slope ofn55/3.8 This suggests
that the underlying MR mechanisms in these two seemin
unrelated systems may be similar and that the differing s
ing exponents is a dimensionality effect.

In conclusion, we show that crystalline LaSb2 is an at-
tractive material for use as a high magnetic field sensor.
relatively easy to synthesize, and electrical contact can
made with silver epoxy. By virtue of its highly anisotrop
structure, LaSb2 can be used in either a transverse MR co
figuration or a Hall configuration. The sensitivity in bo
configurations is quite good. Calibration curves for both
MR and the Hall resistance can be made using a fourth-o
polynomial, thus avoiding numerical difficulties associat
with complicated fitting forms.
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